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01377 252874

Thank you for choosing GivEnergy
With your new Smart Energy Storage System you will now be able to store surplus renewable
energy (Generated from your solar panels) during the daytime and use it , when you need it,
Maximising your self consumption, and doing your bit for the enviroment by using clean energy.
Your GivEnergy system is capable of charging your batteries utilising an off peak or flexible
energy tariff to provide additional savings through load shifting, whereby your costly daytime
ene
energy can be shifted onto a cheaper, more eco friendly energy tariff, using renewable energy
that is generated across the country.

If your system is fully equipped and installed with one of our smart meters, rest assured that the
slightest change in demand or energy consumption will be detected by our smart energy
management system and our inverter will deliver enough power from the Solar PV and Battery
pack to ensure that as little energy is imported from the grid as possible.
Our aim is to achieve grid neutrality by smartly managing onsite renewables such as solar PV so
a paying for as little energy as possible!!!
that you are
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Getting to know your system
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1)

Home Demand
This is a calculation made by our smart energy management system and is lit up when a load is detected,within
the property

2)

Battery
When the battery is being charged the arrows pointing towards the battery pack will be lit.
When the battery is discharging the arrows pointing away from the battery will be lit.

3)

Solar PV
When solar PV generation is detected the inverter will indicate that the energy is being converted from
DC energy to AC energy, and can be used within the home.

4)

Grid
When Energy is being imported from the grid the arrows pointing towards the PCS will be lit. When Energy is
being Exported to the grid the arrows pointing towards the grid will be lit.
The natural logic of the system will try to balance this so you are importing/exporting as little as possible

5)

Inverter Status
Green (Normal), Yellow (Communication Issue), Red (Fault)
Green Flashing - The system is waiting for available power to manage.

6)
7)
8)
9)

Solar PV Connection
Battery Connection
Solar PV DC Switch
Wi-Fi Communication Device

10) Back up supply
which can be used to power essential circuits in the event of a grid failure or power cut.
11) Grid supply Connection
Allowing the system to provide power back into your home
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Getting to know your Battery Pack
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1) On/Off Switch - Press Once to turn on, press and hold to turn off
2) Status Indicator- Green (Normal), Yellow (Communication Issue), Red (Fault)
3) SOC Indicator- 25%/50%/75%/100%

of charge

4) Power Connection.
Note: If you see or red status light on the front panel, Please contact your
installer and we will assist them in identifying and rectifying the issues as
quickly as possible
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Understanding your Solar PV System
If you have a Solar PV system but are unsure exactly how it works, we will explain clearly how
your system functions to reduce your electricity consumption and save you money.
A Solar PV system works by converting DC Electricity from your Solar Panels and converting
that into AC electricity which can be used in and around your home to power your electrical
appliances.
Depending on the time of year your solar panels vary in what they will generate so managing
your ene
energy consumption is very important.

Solar panels will always generate during daylight hours no matter how much energy you are
using in the home, if you do not use it to power your home it will get sent back to the grid. If you
are using more energy in the home than you are generating from your solar, then you are
buying that energy back in from your electricity supplier.
This is where GivEnergy’s Smart Home management system comes into play. The system will
always try and store any excess electricity from PV if it is available so that when you need more
energy, the batteries will discharge to meet that energy demand so you are not paying for that
ene
additional energy from your supplier.
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How Your System will Operate

This is the standard logic for all GivEnergy Battery systems, whether you have an
AC Coupled or Hybrid Inverter installed in your home. If you want to make any
changes to this logic, this can be done through your GivEnergy Cloud, online
monitoring portal
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Getting to know your Online Portal
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1) Weather Integration - Realtime weather information to assist with system performance
analysis.
2) Power Flow Diagram - A visual representation of your energy
3) Mode Settings - Change how you want the system to operate
4) C02 Emmissions - An overview of your total co2 savings
5) PV Power - The total generation from your solar panels
6) Home Consumption - Real time usage of energy within the home
7) Battery - Realtime battery power usage
8) Grid - Import / Export of energy to and from the home
9) Daily Power Graph - A full insight of your daily system operation
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Daily power graph
showing House demand, Solar PV generation and Battery usage
Date

Household demand being met by the solar with the additional being met by the battery (Mode 2)

The system will only import energy from the grid if it can
not be fulfilled by the Solar and battery

Date

Battery charging from surplus Solar Energy

Date

Monthly Energy Taken from the smart meter attached to your system

Date

Monthly Energy Taken from the smart meter attached to your system
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Warranty
Your GivEnergy Battery System will come supplied with a full manufacturers
warranty so you can rest assured knowing that our support team are here to
ensure that your system will have as little downtime as possible, should any
faults or defects occur during its lifespan.
GivEnergy Inverter
5 year standard Warranty
(This can be extended to 10 years upon request from your installer)

GivEnergy Battery Pack
10 year standard warranty or an Energy Throughput of
10MWh per 1kWh stored Capacity, whichever comes first.
Should you have any questions regarding a warranty claim
please contact us on the number below and speak to a
member of our team.

01377 252 874
GivEnergy

